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*1 The value in fiscal 2017 = 100 (baseline); recalculated with non-
production sites excluded

*2 Environmental efficiency = net sales / environmental impact 
The environmental impact of the Toppan Group has been reduced from 
the fiscal 2017 (base year) level, primarily through energy-saving and 
other eco initiatives that help reduce energy consumption, as well as 
high-efficiency production and material recycling methods that help 
reduce resource consumption. The environmental impact for fiscal 
2019, however, increased from fiscal 2018, because operational sites 
newly acquired through M&A increased the level of energy consumed. 
As a result, the fiscal 2019 value was only slightly reduced compared to 
the base year.

The Environment

Quantifying Environmental Impact based on LIME

The Toppan Group applies the “Life-cycle Impact assessment 
Method based on Endpoint modeling (LIME)” to quantify its total 
environmental impact. The base year value is set as 100.
    In addition to using LIME 2, a method developed for assessments 
limited to Japan, Toppan began assessing environmental impact 
throughout all Group sites (including overseas sites) using the 
updated LIME 3 in fiscal 2019. LIME 3 assesses environmental 
impact related to climate change, intercontinental particulate 
matter (PM 2.5) and other air pollutants, water consumption, 
underground mineral resource consumption, and forest resource 
consumption all across the globe.
    When using LIME 2, Toppan sets the value from fiscal 2006 as 
a baseline of 100. For LIME 3, the base year is adjusted to fiscal 
2017 in line with the base year for the Group’s medium-and-long-
term environmental targets. In fiscal 2019 Toppan attained a 46% 
reduction from the fiscal 2006 baseline set for LIME 2, and a 1% 
reduction from the fiscal 2017 baseline set for LIME 3.

LIME 3 assessment across Group sites worldwide:
■  Global Environmental Impact and 

Environmental Efficiency
■  Types of Global Environmental Impact by 

Business Field
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Environmental impact assessment requires precise 
worldwide analyses, as well as analyses conducted from 
a comprehensive perspective encompassing issues 
such as climate change, deforestation, and chemical 
substance management. Toppan Printing has assessed 
its environmental impact with leading-edge methods 
applied from both granular and broader perspectives. 
Given that environmental impact varies from country 
to country, the optimal designs for products and 
approaches to reducing environmental impact will also 
vary. Toppan’s sustainability management focused on 
global environmental impact is garnering attention 
around the world.

Norihiro Itsubo
Professor of the Faculty of Environment; Head of 
the Research Center for Environmental Impact 
Assessment of the Advanced Research Laboratories 
at Tokyo City University

* Toppan’s environmental impact cannot be expressed in uniform terms 
or units, as the materials and product types handled by the Group differ 
among the business fields. Toppan therefore assesses the environmental 
impact associated with key items for each business field.

Fundamental Approach 
to the Environment
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Ref: LIME 2 assessment of domestic sites:
■  Environmental Impact and Environmental 

Efficiency in Japan
■  Types of Domestic Environmental Impact by 

Business Field
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*Toppan’s environmental impact cannot be expressed in uniform terms 
or units, as the materials and product types handled by the Group differ 
among the business fields. Toppan therefore assesses the environmental 
impact associated with key items for each business field and reflects the 
assessment results in the Group’s medium-term targets for domestic sites.

*1 The value in fiscal 2006 = 100 (baseline); recalculated with non-
production sites excluded

*2 Environmental efficiency = net sales / environmental impact 
The Toppan Group has implemented the following measures in Japan 
since fiscal 2006 (base year).
・Installed solvent treatment equipment and other systems and 

processes that have together helped reduce VOC emissions into the 
atmosphere by approximately 73%

・Practiced high-efficiency production, material recycling, and other 
processes that have together contributed to the reduction of total 
resource consumption by approximately 71%

・Replaced existing equipment with energy-saving, high-efficiency 
alternatives and conducted other energy-saving initiatives that 
have contributed to the reduction of total energy consumption by 
approximately 29%

Fundamental Approach 
to the Environment


